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1. APPOINTMENTS MODULE 

 

The Appointments module is the heart of the Invent EMR practice. From here you can see the appointments for 
the day or week at a glance, and easily manage and schedule appointments. 

 

:Appointment Schedule 

The Appointment schedule shows the schedule for the current day or week. Change the day/week using the 
calendar. 

Day or Week view: Set using the radio buttons under the calendar:  

 Day: Grid will be divided into operatories. 

 Week: Grid will be divided into seven days (Saturday through Friday). The appointments will appear 
narrow, so hovering over the appointment to view bubble popups may be useful. Move appointments 
within the current week by dragging and dropping, or use the pinboard. 

View: Appointment Views determine the operatories and providers that show in the schedule and the 
information that shows in an appointment. Click the dropdown to change views or press an associated function 
keys across the top of your keyboard. 

 The default appointment view when a user logs on will be the same view active when the user last 
logged out. 

Time: Use the vertical scrollbar to move through the entire 24 hour day. Time increment of the schedule is a 
global setting. See Setting the Time Increment. 

 Current time is indicated by a horizontal time line that automatically moves down the schedule every 
minute.  
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 Vertical Time Bars show as color-coded visuals of appointment length and provider time. 

Operatories: Define operatory names, colors, and order in Operatory Setup. 

 Right click on an operatory column to add, edit, or clear Blockouts. 

By default, white areas indicate open times, grey indicates closed times (see Schedule Setup). To change colors 

(open/close times, provider colors, notifications, etc.) see Customizing the Appointment Schedule. 

Basic appointment details show in an appointment box. Double click the box to open the Edit Appointment 
Window or right click to select more options. Every appointment has a second optional provider for hygiene so 
that only one appointment has to be made even if a patient is technically seeing two providers. 

 Depending on your preferences, appointment details may pop up when you hover over the 
appointment. To customize the appointment bubble, see Display Fields. 

 As appointments are set complete, they are changed color by default. 
 Broken appointments are marked with an X. 
 To move an appointment, simply click and drag it to a different time, day (in Weekly view), or to the 

pinboard. 

Right-click options: 

o Copy to Pinboard: Copy the appointment to the pinboard. 
o Send the appointment to the Unscheduled List. 
o Break Appointment: Break an appointment.  
o Set Complete: Set the appointment complete.  
o Delete: Delete the appointment.  
o Other Appointments: View all appointments for the selected patient and family members.  
o Print Label: Print single appointment reminder Labels. 
o Print Card/Print Card for Entire Family: Print an appointment reminder postcard for a single 

patient or family. 
o Routing Slips: Print Routing Slips. 

:Icons 

Three clickable icons show above the calendar. 

 Generate Appointment Lists (Recall List, Confirmation List, Planned Appointment Tracker, Unscheduled 
List, ASAP List). 

 Print a list of appointments that you can post in areas where you do not have monitors. The current setting 
for Day or Week view will determine if a daily or weekly list is printed. Time increments and rows per increment 
set in appointment views can affect printing. If too many pages are still printing, increase the time increment or 
set the rows per increment to one. 
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 Start / Stop Time: Enter specific times to include in the list. 
 Operatories per page: Directly affect how many pages will print. More operatories per page will result 

in less printed pages. 
 Font Size: Affects how many pages will print. 
 Save: Save settings for the next time you print. 

:Calendar 

The day or week currently selected lists above the calendar. Today's date is surrounded by a square. Click on a 
date to quickly jump to the day/week in the schedule. 

 Change the day: Click on the new date, or click the blue arrows to jump back/forward one day. 
 Change the week: Click the blue W arrows to jump back/forward one week. 
 Change the month: Click the arrows to the left/right of the month to jump back/forward one month at 

a time, or click the blue M arrows below the calendar. 
 Change the year: Single click on the month header (e.g. September 2013), then single click on the year 

to show a 12 year grid. 
 Today: Jump to today's date. 

:Pinboard and Searching for Openings 

The Pinboard can be used for easy scheduling between days or weeks. Drag or send appointments to the 
pinboard, then drag onto the schedule. You can also search for openings. 

 

:Other Information 

Lab Cases: Indicates the status of lab cases for the selected date.  

Daily Prod: View the daily production sum. Production must be added to the appointment view in order to view 

a value. Also see Production Totals. 

Action Buttons: Show to the left of the list of confirmation statuses. Quickly send an appointment to the 
Unscheduled List, break it, set it complete, or delete it. 

Confirmation Status: Quickly change an Appointment Confirmation Status. Some statuses trigger Time 
Arrived, Time Seated, and Time Dismissed values, which affect the waiting room. Status options can be 
customized in Definitions, Appt Confirmed. 
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:Waiting/Emp Tabs 

Waiting: See Waiting Room. 

Emp: View scheduled hours for employees for the selected day. Only employees scheduled in the selected clinic 
are listed. Double click anywhere in the grid to edit the schedule. 

 

1.1.1.  CUSTOMIZING THE APPOINTMENT SCHEDULE 

The Appointments Module schedule can be customized for your practice. Define what shows on the schedule, 
colors used, and default settings. 

Default Options and Settings: See Appointments Module Preferences. 

Operatories: Define operatory names, default providers, and sort order in Operatory Setup. The operatory 
name background color is based on the provider's appointment color. 

Providers: Set a provider's appointment colors on the Edit Provider Window, Appointment Color. On the left, 

a vertical, color-coded Time Bars also show each provider's time. Hover over the colored square above the time 
bar to see the associated provider's name. 

Appointment Views: Set up different Appointment Views for the appointment schedule. Each view controls 
which operatories and providers show on the schedule and what shows in an appointment box. Set up views for 
your hygiene rooms, one for each doctor, etc. 

Appointment Schedule Time Increment: Options are 5, 10, and 15 minutes. See Setting the Time Increment. 

Appointment Bubble: Customize the information that shows when you hover over an appointment in the 

schedule in Setup, Display Fields. 

Appointment Schedule Colors: Set colors for blockouts, holidays, open/closed times, etc. See Definitions: 
Appointment Colors. 

Blockouts: Block out a set amount of time on the Appointment schedule. Customize blockout color, text, and 

duration. You can still schedule appointments over blockouts. See Blockouts. 

Schedules: Set open/closed hours and assign providers and operatories to blocks of time. See Schedule Setup. 
Assigning a provider to an operatory in schedules will: 

1. Change the operatory title bar color to the provider's appointment color 
2. Cause a colored vertical bar to show in the appointment schedule along the left side of the time block. 

1.1.2.  APPOINTMENT VIEWS 

Appointment views determine the operatories and providers that show in the Appointments Module schedule 
and the information that shows in the appointment box. It also determines the default start time on the schedule 
when INVENT EMR is launched. Multiple views can be set up with any combination of operatories, providers, 
and patient or appointment information. 

Creating Appointment Views 

Appointment View Edit Window (description of all options) 

Setting the Time Increment 

Customizing Procedure Text Colors 
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Select the appointment view using the View dropdown on the right side of the Appointments module or press 
an associated function key (F1, F2, etc.) across the top of your keyboard. 

 

The appointment schedule will immediately change to reflect the appointment view settings. 

Appointment view examples: 

 HIPAA compliant view (no PHI) 
 A view for each doctor 
 A view for each operatory 
 Hygiene appointments 

The default appointment view when a user logs on will follow this logic in this order: 

1. The same view active the last time the user logged out. 
2. The view last active on the workstation. 
3. The first available view that is not none. 
4. If no other views, the none view. 

1.1.2.1. APPOINTMENT VIEW EDIT WINDOW 

On the Appointment View Edit window, create, edit, or delete Appointment Views. To open the window: 

1. In the Main Menu, click Setup, Appointment Views. 
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2. Double click an existing appointment view to edit, or click Add to create a new view. 

 

Description: The identifying name of this appointment view. 

Rows per Time Increment (usually 1): Affects the row height for time increments. Enter a number between 1 
and 3. 

Only show operatories for scheduled providers: Check this box to dynamically show provider operatories based 
on time of day. Only operatories highlighted in View Operatories are considered.  

View Operatories: Highlight the operatories that will show in the view. If using clinics, only operatories 
associated with the assigned clinic list. Click and drag or press Shift or Ctrl while clicking to select multiple 

operatories. At least one operatory must be selected. Sort order is based on Operatory Setup order. 

View Provider Bars: Highlight the provider to show in the view. Time bars show on the left of the schedule in 
the appointment color of the provider. 

 

:Appointment Box 

The selections described below affect what information shows in an appointment box and where. To customize 

what shows in the appointment bubble, see Display Fields, Appointment Bubble. 

Example: This appointment view has the following fields added: 

 Main List: PatientNameFL, WirelessPhone, Age, Provider and MedUrgNote, 
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 Upper Right Corner: InsToSend[!], HasIns[I], and ConfirmedColor. 

 

Available Rows: A list of available data that can be shown. 

 Address 
 AddrNote: Address and phone note. 
 Age: As calculated on Edit Patient Information window. 
 ASAP: Display ASAP when the appointment status is ASAP. 
 ASAP[A]: Display A when the appointment status is ASAP. 
 AssistantAbbr: The assistant's abbreviation. 
 ChartNumAndName: CPR and patient last name, first name. 
 ChartNumber: CPR only. 
 ConfirmedColor: Display a colored circle in the appointment box to indicate  
 CreditType: As entered in the Edit Patient Information window. 
 HasIns[I]: Display I when patient has insurance. 
 HmPhone: Home phone number. 
 InsToSend!: Display an exclamation point (!) on patient appointments when there are completed 

procedures within the last year that have not been sent to insurance. This will show for a patient if any 
family members have an unsent procedure. We recommend placing it in the Upper Right Corner. For 
this to show, also select Show ! at upper right of appts for ins not sent in Appointment Module 
Preferences. The exclamation point won't show if a claim has been created for the completed procedure 
or the insurance estimate is BHD0. 

 Lab: Show the status of Lab Cases. We recommend changing the text color to red as well. 
 MedOrPremed[+]: Display + to indicate patient has Premedicate checked, medical urgent notes, 

allergies, and/or problems. 
 MedUrgNote: Medical Urgent Note entered in the Chart Medical Area. 
 Note: The Appointment Note entered on the Edit Appointment window. 
 PatientName: The patient's last and last name. 
 PatientNameF: The patient's first name 
 PatNum: Patient number assigned by INVENT EMR. 
 PatNumAndName: Patient number and patient last name, first name. 
 PremedFlag: Display Premedicate if Premedicate is checked in the Chart Medical area. 
 Procs: List abbreviations for procedures attached to the appointment on a single line, separated by 

commas. Text will wrap to next line if too long for a single line. 
 ProcsColored: See Customizing Procedure Text Colors. 
 Production: Show the sum of the fees for all procedures attached to the appointment for providers who 

have a provider time bar showing. This must be added to the view to see the Daily Prod sum at the right 
of the Appointments module. See Production Totals. 

 Provider 
 TimeAskedToArrive: Display the time before the appointment that the patient has been asked to arrive 

to the office. See Time Ask to Arrive. 
 WirelessPhone 
 WkPhone: Work phone number. 
 PatientNameFL: The patient's first and last name. 
 File references no (SSN): Show old file number. 
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Appt Field Defs: The available Custom Appointment Fields. 

Patient Field Defs: The available Custom Patient Fields. 

Main List: The fields listed here align with the left margin of the appointment box. Double click an item to change 
its text/background color or to move it to a different location. 

Upper Right Corner: The fields listed appear in the upper right corner of the appointment box. Whether the 
information is stacked vertically or horizontally is based on the UR stack behavior selection. It can be useful to 
organize data that displays as symbols in the upper right (e.g. I, A, [L]). Double click an item to change its 
text/background color or to move it to a different location. 

Lower Right Corner: The fields listed here appear in the lower right corner of the appointment box. Whether 
the information is stacked vertically or horizontally is based on the LR stack behavior selection. Double click an 
item to change its text/background color or to move it to a different location. 

1.1.2.2. CUSTOMIZING PROCEDURE TEXT COLORS 

When the ProcsColored field is added to Appointment Views, procedures within a defined code range can 
show in a different text color. In addition, a view can optionally show the last date a procedure in the range was 
completed. 

1. Add the ProcsColored field to the appointment view. See Appointment View Edit Window. 
2. On the main Appointment Views window, click Proc Colors. 
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3. Click Add or double click a code range to edit. 

 
4. Code Range: Enter the procedure code range the text color will apply to. 
5. Click Change to select the text color to apply. 
6. Show Previous Date (optional): To show the last date one of the procedures within the range was 

completed, check Show previous date. For example if previous BWs were taken in March of 2018, then 
4BW (3/08) would show. The date for a single patient will always be the most recent of any code in that 
range. To list the most recent date of a specific procedure code, add another range for a single procedure 
code. 

7. Click OK to save. 

1.1.3.  TIME BARS 

Vertical time bars show in the Appointments Module schedule as color-coded visuals of appointment length and 
provider time. 

 By default, each square in the time bar is 10 minutes. To change see Setting the Time Increment. 
 Colored squares indicate provider time. The color is based on the provider's appointment color as set 

on the Edit Provider Window. 
 White squares indicate non-provider time. 
 Hygienists: If the appointment is marked as Is Hygiene on the Edit Appointment Window and a hygienist 

is assigned, the hygienist is considered the provider and thus is indicated with colored squares (the 
hygienist's appointment color). If not marked Is Hygiene, the hygienist is not considered the provider 
and the time will be indicated with white squares. 

Appointment Time Bar: Shows on the left edge of every scheduled appointment. The bar indicates 
appointment's length and provider time. Appointment time bars can't be disabled. 

 

Provider Time Bars: Show on the far left of the appointment schedule, to the right of the time indicator, for all 
providers visible in the current appointment view. Each bar indicates provider time for an appointment based 
on the scheduled appointment's time pattern. Hover over the colored rectangle above the time bars to see the 
associated provider's name. 
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Operatory Time Bars: Show to the left of an operatory to indicate the primary and secondary provider scheduled 
in the operatory. Up to two bars may show: one provider and one non-provider. The operatory time bars only 

show when an operatory has been assigned to a provider's time block in the schedule (Schedule Setup). 

 

:Edit Provider/Assistant Time and Appointment Length 

Provider time, assistant time, and appointment length is calculated automatically based on the time pattern of 
the procedures attached to the appointment. Time and length can be changed by editing the time pattern of 
the appointment or the time pattern of procedures. 

Time Pattern of the Appointment: On the Edit Appointment window, an appointment time bar shows on the 
left. 

Click and drag the slider (solid grey rectangle) to increase/shorten appointment time, or simply click on a 
square to increase appointment time. Click on a square to toggle between provider time (colored squares) and 
non-provider time (white squares). 

Once you change an appointment's time pattern on this window, the appointment's time will be locked and 
any procedures added later will not automatically adjust the appointment time pattern. 

 

Time Pattern of the Procedure Code: Every procedure code has a time pattern as part of its definition on 

the Edit Procedure Code Window. 

X indicates provider time (e.g. doctor or hygienist) and / indicates non-provider time (e.g. assistant time). Click 
a square to toggle between / and X. Click and drag the slider to lengthen the procedure's total time. 
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:calculatedHow Appointment Time is  

When calculating appointment time, Invent EMR follows the logic below: 

One procedure: If there is only one procedure selected for an appointment, the appointment time pattern is the 
same as the attached procedure. 

Multiple procedures: 

 The procedure time patterns are combined when more than one procedure is added to the 
appointment. 

 All provider (X) time is added together. Non-provider (/) time appears at the beginning and end of the 
pattern if it exists on the procedure. 

 Non-provider time is not added together. Instead, the maximum amount of non-provider time on a 
procedure is added to the appointment. For example, if a procedure with ten minutes of non-provider 
time and a procedure with forty minutes of non-provider time are attached to an appointment, the 
appointment will show forty minutes of non-provider time. 

Example: You attach 3 procedures to the appointment with the following time patterns: 

 MOD amalgam - /XXX/ 
 Extraction - /X/ 
 Crown prep - /XXXX//// 

The resulting appointment time pattern is: /XXXXXXXX//// 

 The first three Xs are the amalgam. 
 The fourth X is the extraction. 
 The last four Xs are the crown prep. 
 The first slash and last four slashes show the maximum non-provider time for all procedures on the 

appointment. 
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On the Edit Appointment window the appointment time pattern will look like this: 

 

:Double and Triple Booking 

When one provider has two or more appointments scheduled for the same time block, the Provider Time Bar will 
indicate the conflict. 

 If two appointments are scheduled in the same time block (double booked), diagonal lines in the square will 
indicate the conflict. 

 If three or more appointments are scheduled in the same time block (triple booked), solid black squares 
indicate the conflict. 

 

1.1.4.  BLOCKOUTS 

Blockouts are blocks of time in the Appointments Module schedule that are designated for specific purposes. 
Blockouts change the background color of the schedule and can be set to enforce scheduling. Appointments can 
be scheduled on top of certain blockout types. Blockouts cannot overlap. 

The Blockouts permission is required to add and edit blockouts to the schedule. Users without the Blockouts 
permission can only add and edit blockouts that are flagged No appointments scheduling and Disable 
Cut/Copy/Paste. 
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Define blockout types, scheduling and editing preferences, and colors in Definitions: Blockout Types. To use 

outlines instead of solid blocks of color, see Appointments Module Preferences. To use dummy 

appointments as a quick way to post a note, see Notes Overview. 

To view or select a blockout option, right click on the operatory in the schedule. 

 Edit Blockout: Change an existing blockout. 
 Cut Blockout: Remove an existing blockout from the schedule, but retain it in memory. 
 Copy Blockout: Copy an existing blockout to the clipboard. 
 Paste Blockout: Insert a cut or copied blockout in the time and operatory indicated by the mouse. 
 Delete Blockout: Permanently remove a blockout. 
 Add Blockout: Create a new blockout. 
 Blockout Cut-Copy-Paste: Quickly copy and paste blockouts by day or week. See below. 
 Clear All Blockouts for Day: Remove all blockouts for the current day. A confirmation message will 

show. 
 Edit Blockout Types: Quickly jump to Definitions: Blockout Types to set up blockout types. 

:Add or Edit a Blockout 

On the appointment schedule, right click on a time block in an operatory, then click Edit Blockout or Add 
Blockout. Edit Blockout is only enabled when you right click on an existing blockout. 
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Start/Stop Time: Both times default to the time clicked on the schedule. Manually change times or click the dropdown 
to select an option. You are not required to use 30 minute increments. If manually entering, use the format 00:00 
AM. 

Note: Optional text that shows under the blockout label. This text box has right click options. 

Blockout Type: Determines the blockout text, scheduling and editing preferences, and color. Customize options in 
Definitions, Blockout Types. 

Operatories: The operatories the blockout will apply to. To select multiple operatories, press Ctrl while clicking. If 
using clinics, only operatories assigned to the clinic selected in the main menu are options. 

 

Paste-Copy-Blockout Cut 

Use this tool to copy and paste blockouts for a week or day. Changes only apply to the visible operatories for the 
current appointment view. Blockout types with Disable Cut/Copy/Paste checked in Definitions are not included. 

1. In the Appointments module, move the schedule to the day you want to act on. 
2. Right click on the schedule and select Blockout Cut-Copy-Paste. 
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3. Select an option. 

Clear Day: Remove all blockouts on the selected day (daily or weekly view). 

Copy Day/Paste: Once one day's blockouts are set up, copy and paste it to other days. 

1. Click Copy Day. The window will close. 
2. Right click on the day you want to paste to, and select Blockout Cut-Copy-Paste again. The copied 

date will show. 
3. Click Paste. 

Copy Week/Paste: Once an entire week's blockouts are set up, copy and paste to other weeks. 

4. To include weekends in the copy, check Include Weekends. 
5. Click Copy Week. The window will close. 
6. Right click on the week you want to paste to, and select Blockout Cut-Copy-Paste again. The copied 

date range will show. 
7. Click Paste. 

Copy/Repeat: Copy and paste one day or one week repeatedly into the future. 

8. Copy the day or week. 
9. On the first day/week you would like to paste to repeatedly, right click and select Blockout Cut-Copy-

Paste again. 
10. In the # box next to Repeat, enter the number of days/weeks in the future you would like to paste 

the blockouts, such as 365 days or 52 weeks. 
11. Click Repeat. 

Replace Existing: If checked, the day or week being pasted/repeated will replace any existing blockouts. If 
unchecked, existing blockouts will not be replaced. 

Hint: To clear multiple days or weeks, create one blank day or week, make sure Replace Existing is checked, 
then Copy/Repeat. 
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1.1.5.  PINBOARD 

The pinboard is a useful tool for moving or scheduling appointments. It is on the right side of the Appointments 
Module, under the calendar. 

 

To schedule an appointment, simply send appointments to the pinboard, select a different day or week, then drag 
the appointment to the new date/time. You can send appointments to the pinboard in several ways: 

 Drag an existing appointment from the appointment schedule to the pinboard. 
 When viewing the patient's Appointment History, click Copy to Pinboard. Or, double click the planned 

appointment in the Appointments for Patient grid and click Pinboard. 
 From the Recall List, click Sched Family or Sched Patient. 
 From a Planned Appointment, click Copy to Pinboard. 

You can have multiple appointments on the pinboard at one time. Press Clear to empty the pinboard and return any 
existing appointments to their originally scheduled time. 

 

:Search for Openings 

If your schedule is booked out for more than a few days, manually searching for a slot can be time consuming. 
Instead, easily search for available openings. 

Note: Schedules must be set up for the search to work. To control search behavior, see Appointments Module 

Preferences. 

1. Place the appointment on the pinboard. 
2. Click Search. 
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3.  

The first available time slots will show for each of the next 10 available days. Click More to see the next 
10 results. Click on any date to jump to it in the schedule. 

o After (Date): Click the dropdown to select a date from a calendar. 
o Before/After (Time): Enter the time restriction to search. Entering both a before time and an 

after time searches for openings between the two times. For example, enter Before 4:00 pm 
and After 12:00 pm to return openings from 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm if available. 

o Providers: Lists providers currently included in the search. Click Providers to select from the 
Provider list. 

o Dentists: Immediately search all providers who are dentists. This will only show providers who 
are selected in the appointment view. 

o Hygienists: Immediately search all providers who are hygienists. This will only show non-
providers who are selected in the appointment view. 

Results can be filtered by date, time, or provider. If you change criteria, click Search again to refresh 
results. 

If a user is restricted to a clinic, search results will only appear for openings in the clinic the user has 
access to. 

4. When you find a suitable date, drag the appointment off the pinboard, then click X or Close to exit. 
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1.1.6.  PRODUCTION TOTALS 

To the right of the Appointments Module schedule there is a field for Daily Prod. This field gives you a general idea of 
the day's production. 

 

By default, the value reflects the daily production sum for all procedures attached to appointments for providers 
whose time bars show in the appointment view. 

1.1.7.  WAITING ROOM 

 

Use the Waiting tab in the lower right corner of the Appointments Module to track patients who have arrived 
for their appointment. Patients who list in the waiting room have a Time Arrived, but not a Time Seated entry 
on the Edit Appointment Window. 

 

Automated entries for Time Arrived and Time Seated are triggered by Appointment Confirmation Status. The 
default Time Arrived trigger is Arrived. The default Time Seated trigger is In Treatment Room. Change the triggers 

in Appointments Module Preferences. 

How it works 

1. When the patient arrives, open their account in the Appointments module. 
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2. On the right, click the confirmation status abbreviation that triggers a Time Arrived entry (e.g. Arrived).  

 

The patient will list in the waiting room. 

3. When patient is seated, select the status that triggers Time Seated (e.g. In Room). The patient will no 
longer show in the waiting room. 

Additional Appointment Module Preference Options 

 Waiting Room alert time in minutes, Waiting room alert color: Use text color to flag patients whose 
wait time exceeds a certain value. 

 Filter the waiting room based on the selected appointment view. 

 Refresh every 60 seconds. Keeps waiting room times refreshed. 

When using clinics, the patients that show in the waiting room are based on the clinic selected in the main 
menu. If Headquarters is the clinic, all patients waiting for all clinics will show. 

 

:Troubleshooting 

If you accidentally select a confirmation status that inserts a Time Seated entry but want the patient to remain 
in the waiting room, double click the appointment and remove the Time Seated value. 

 

1.1.8.  APPOINTMENT CONFIRMATION STATUS 

In the Appointments Module, a small circle can be added to an appointment box to indicate an appointment's 
confirmation status (e.g. confirmed, unconfirmed, called, emailed). 

To show the confirmation circle, add it to the appointment view. 

1. In the Main Menu, click Setup, Appointments, and Appointment Views. 
2. Select the view. 
3. Add Confirmed Color to the Rows Displayed and select the location (e.g. Upper Right Corner). 

 

 Manually changing status via the Confirmation List. 
 Changing the Confirmed option on the Edit Appointment window. 
 Changing the confirmation status in the Appointments module. 
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:Add or Edit Confirmation Status Options 

Confirmation status options and colors can be defined in Definitions, Appt Confirmed. 

1. In the main menu, click Setup, Definitions. 
2. Highlight Appt Confirmed. 
3. Click Add or double click a status to edit. 

 
4. Name: Enter the confirmation status. 
5. Abbrev: Enter the abbreviation of the status. 
6. Color: Click the color box to associate a color with this status (the color of the circle when an 

appointment has this status). 
7. Click OK to save. 

The status listed first is the default for all new appointments, thus usually Unconfirmed is the first status listed. 
To remove a confirmation status as an option in various areas, check Hidden. 

A typical color pattern for confirmed statuses could be as follows: 

 Not Called: White 
 Unconfirmed: Red 
 Confirmed: Green 
 Left Message: Yellow 
 Did Not Attend: Black 
 Arrived: Orange 
 Ready to go back: Purple 
 In Tx Room: Blue 
 Front Desk: Gray 
 E-mailed: White 

1.1.9.  SCHEDULING APPOINTME NTS 

There are many ways to schedule an appointment. 

 Directly from the Appointments Module schedule. Select the patient, then double click on the schedule, 
or click Make Appt. 

 From the patient's Appointment History window. Click Copy to Pinboard, Schedule Recall, Entire Family, 
or Create New Appt. 

Settings on the Edit Appointment Window determine the appointment details (procedures, length, providers, 
etc.). 
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1.1.9.1. EDIT APPOINTMENT WINDOW 

The Edit Appointment window opens when you Schedule an Appointment or when you double click on an 
existing appointment. 

 

Title Bar: Shows the patient name, appointment day, date, and time. 

Time Bar: Along the left side is a color-coded time bar that indicates appointment length. The default 
appointment time is based on the procedure's time pattern. See Time Bars. 

 To increase appointment time, click on a square below the slider. 
 To shorten or increase time, drag the slider up or down. 
 Click on a square to toggle between provider/non-provider times. Colored squares indicate provider 

time; white squares indicate non-provider time. 

Status: The appointment's current status. 

 Scheduled: The appointment is scheduled. 
 Complete: The appointment has been set complete. 
 UnSched List: Sends an appointment to the Unscheduled List. The option is grayed out if you are 

accessing this window from the Unscheduled List and an appointment has not been scheduled. 
 Broken: The appointment has been broken. 
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Unscheduled Status: Used in the Unscheduled List, Recall List, and Planned Appointment Tracker to easily 
identify why an appointment has not been scheduled and determine whether to contact patient or not. 
Customize options in Definitions: Recall / Unsched Status. 

Confirmed: The Appointment Confirmation Status. Confirmed statuses are also linked to Time Arrived, Time 
Seated, and Time Dismissed values (see below). 

New Patient: This box automatically checks on the first appointment created for a patient. When checked, NP 
will show in the upper left corner of the appointment box on the schedule. Additional appointments (even if 
scheduled prior to the first appointment created) will not be marked New Patient. To remove the designation, 
manually uncheck the box. 

Dentist/Hygienist: The appointment dentist and hygienist (provider). Every appointment must have a dentist 
and can optionally have a hygienist. When an appointment is set complete, the procedures on the appointment 
automatically get assigned to the dentist and/or hygienist. For example, exams can be assigned to the dentist, 
while the prophy and x-rays get assigned to the hygienist. To set up which procedures are hygiene, see Edit 
Procedure Code Window. If the appointment does not have a hygienist selected, all procedures get assigned to 
the dentist. 

Is Hygiene: Mark the appointment as a hygiene appointment. The appointment color will use hygienist color 
and the provider time bar will change to hygienist. 

Assistant: The assistant assigned to the appointment. See the Employee List to add employees. 

Time Length: Automatically adjusts to reflect the minutes indicated by the time bar. 

Time Locked: When marked, added procedures will not automatically adjust the appointment time. If you 
manually adjust the appointment time using the time bar, this box will check automatically. 

Color: Override the default background color of the appointment. The default color is the provider's 
appointment color. Click the color box to choose a special color for this appointment only, until it is set complete. 
Click None to erase a color override. 

Time Ask to Arrive: If you entered an Ask to Arrive Early value on the Edit Patient Information window, this field 
automatically fills each time you schedule an appointment. You can also enter a value manually (00:00 PM). 
See Time Ask to Arrive for more information. 

Time Arrived, Time Seated, Time Dismissed: These values are automated based on time triggers set in 
Appointment Module Preferences. Usually you will not change them from this window, but instead base values 
on a confirmed status that will in turn trigger an entry. Confirmed statuses are usually selected in the 
Appointments module. You can manually change the field values as well, or right click, then select Now to insert 
the current time. 

These confirmed statuses are usually set as the time trigger defaults for each field: 

 Time Arrived trigger: Arrived 
 Time Seated trigger: In Room 
 Time Dismissed trigger: Front Desk 

Lab: Attach Lab Cases to this appointment or edit an existing lab case. This information can show in an 
appointment view. 

 

1.1.9.2. SETTING APPOINTMENTS COMPLETE 
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Once a scheduled appointment is finished, you should set it complete. This will mark all procedures attached to 
the appointment complete as well. 

There are several ways to set it complete: 

In the Appointments Module schedule: 

 Right click on the appointment, then select Set Complete. 
 Select the appointment, then click the Set Complete action button. 

 

In the Chart Module Progress Notes, right click the appointment, then click Set Complete. 

Several preferences affect behavior when setting an appointment complete. 

When an appointment is set complete, the following changes occur: 

 The appointment status changes to complete. 
 The status of each attached procedure is changed from treatment planned (TP) to complete (C). 
 The provider for each procedure is assigned automatically based on the operatory settings. 
 Default Procedure Notes are copied into each procedure. 
 The procedure date is set to today's date. 

 

Appointment Module Note: Notes that show in blue when you hover over any family member's appointment 
in the schedule. 

Family Urgent Financial Notes: Notes entered in the Account Module, Family Urgent Financial Notes section. 
They cannot be edited here. These notes show in red when you hover over any family member's appointment 
in the schedule. 

 

Appointments for Patient: The patient's planned, scheduled, broken, unscheduled, and completed 
appointments. 

 The background and text color of appointments can be customized in Definitions: Prog Note Colors. 
 Double click on an appointment to open the Edit Appointment window. 
 Planned appointments have no date or time. To schedule a planned appointment, click Copy to 

Pinboard. 

The buttons along the bottom can be used to quickly take action on an appointment: 
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Note for Patient: A patient note that can be placed on the schedule. On the Edit Appointment Window, enter 
notes in the lower left, change any other settings, and then click OK to send to the pinboard to place on the 
schedule like an appointment. These notes can be set complete, but cannot be broken or sent to unscheduled 

list. The default background color is set in Definitions: Appointment Colors. 

Create New Appt: Open the Edit Appointment window to schedule a new appointment. 

 

1.1.9.3. BREAKING APPOINTMENTS 

When patients don't show up for their appointment, or cancel with short notice, you can break the appointment. 
There are several ways to break an appointment: right click on the appointment, use the Break action button, 
or manually change the appointment status. This page describes each method. 

 

Right Click to Break: 

1. In the Appointments Module schedule, right click on the appointment, then select Break Appointment. 

 

Break Button: 

1. In the Appointments module schedule, highlight the appointment, then click the Break button on the 
right. 

 

Manually Change Appointment Status: 

1. Open the Edit Appointment Window, then manually change the Status to Broken. 

 

1.1.9.4. DELETING APPOINTMENTS 

Appointments should only be deleted if you make a mistake or if the patient does not want to reschedule at this 
time. 

 In the Appointments Module schedule, right click on the appointment, then select Delete. Or select the 
appointment, then click the Delete action button (right side of window). 
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 In the Chart Module Progress Notes, right click the appointment, then click Delete.  

 

 Time Ask to Arrive 

In the Appointments Module, INVENT EMR has a few features to help you manage patient arrival time without 
changing appointment time. This can be useful for patients who typically arrive late to appointments, or for new 
patients who need to fill out paperwork prior to the appointment. 

Early Arrival Time for One Appointment: 

Using this method, the early arrival time only affects a single appointment. 

1. Double click on the appointment to open the Edit Appointment Window. 
2. In Time Ask to Arrive, enter the time you want the patient to arrive in 00:00 format. 

 
3. Click OK to save. 

 

1.1.10.  APPOINTMENT LISTS  

The appointment lists can be used to manage, schedule, and track appointments. 

To access the lists, in the Appointments Module, click the appointment list icon in the upper right above the 
calendar, then click a button to select list options. 
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Recall: A list of patients who are due for a recall appointment that is not yet scheduled. Use the list to schedule 
appointments and send reminders. 

Confirmations: A list of all patients who have an upcoming appointment. Use the list to confirm appointments 
and track confirmation status. 

Planned Tracker: A list of every patient who has planned treatment (Planned Appointments) that has not been 
scheduled. Use the list to schedule planned appointments and track appointment status. Every appointment for 
treatment should be based on a planned appointment so that any rescheduling, broken, or deleted 
appointments are not lost. This list should be long and regularly reviewed. It should not include recall 
appointments. 

Unscheduled: A short list of patients who were no-shows or cancelled without rescheduling. Send appointments 
here as a quick reminder to contact the patient to reschedule. Appointments should not stay on this list long. 
The list should not include recall appointments. 

ASAP: A list of patients who would like to come in as soon as an opening is available. Use the list to identify 
patients and notify them about openings. Scheduled appointments, planned appointments, and unscheduled 
recall appointments can all be marked as ASAP. 
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1.1.10.1. RECALL LIST 

Use the Recall List to manually manage Recall Appointments by sending and tracking reminders. Your goal is 
to keep this list cleared. Recall is current when every single patient is off this list. 

In the Appointments Module, click the Appointment Lists icon, then Recall. 

 

View: Change the view criteria, and then click Refresh List to update results. 

 Group Families: Group members within a family together. When checked, only one reminder will be 
sent per family, using the multiple patients in one family message template. 

  
 Sort: Sort the list by due date, alphabetically, or by billing type. 
 Show Reminders: Only list patients with a specific number of reminders. 
 Start/End Date: The due date range. Set the default values in Recall List Setup.  
 Provider: Only view patients for a specific provider. 

Recall List Grid: Customize which columns show in Display Fields, Recall List. 

 To edit a patient's recall, double click a row (see Edit Recall Window). 
 Right click, See Family: Select the patient and open the Family module. 
 Right click, See Account: Select the patient and open the Account module. 
 When one family member is highlighted, all other family members will highlight in red text. 

See USPS for details about mailing postcards in the United States. 

:Remove a Patient from the Recall List 

You have several options: 

 On the Edit Recall Window, manually disable a patient's recall. 
 On the Edit Patient Information window, set a patient's status to anything other than Patient. 
 To remove patients with no recall due date, set a start date for the recall list. Patients with no due 

date won't show. 
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1.1.10.2. CONFIRMATION LIST 

The Confirmation List is a way to manually manage reminders and confirmations of scheduled Appointments.  

In the Appointments module, click the Appointment Lists icon, then Confirmations. 
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View:  

 From/To Date: The date range of the list. It defaults to the next two business days. 
 Provider: Filter patients by provider. 
 Clinic: If using Clinics, filter by clinic. 

Set Status: Change the confirmation status of selected appointments. First, select the appointment (s), and 
then select a Set Status option.  

 

Confirmation List Grid: 

 When one family member is highlighted, all other family members will highlight in red text. 
 To edit a patient's appointment, double click a row. 
 Right-click options: 

o Select Patient: Select the patient only. 
o See Chart: Select the patient and open the Chart module. 
o Send to Pinboard: Select the patient, open the Appointments module, and place the 

appointment on the pinboard to reschedule. 

Send Text Message Confirmations: 

Guidelines: 

 Sign up for Integrated Texting. 
 Patients must have a wireless phone number and be set to accept text messages (Edit Patient 

Information window, Text OK). 
 We recommend setting the Preferred Confirm Method to TextMessage. 
 Customize text messages in Confirmation List Setup. 
 Text messaging is not a secure method of sending PHI. See Encryption of Data at rest and in transit. 

To send text message confirmations: 

1. Select the patients to text, or select no patients to let Invent EMR auto-select patients. 
2. Click Text. If you selected no patients, Invent EMR will auto-select patients who have Text as their 

Contact method, as long as the current status doesn't match the Status for text messaged 
confirmation set in Confirmation List Setup (e.g. Texted). 

3. A confirmation message will show. Click Yes to send a text message to selected patients. 

The status for each appointment will change to the status for text messaged confirmation set in Confirmation 
List Setup and a commlog will be generated for each text message sent:  
"Text message sent: [message}]" 

 

Email Confirmations: 

Guidelines: 

 Patients (or guarantor) must have an email address entered. 
 We recommend setting the Preferred Confirm Method to Email. 
 Customize the email message in Confirmation List Setup. 
 Regular email is not a secure method of sending PHI. See Encryption of Data at rest and in transit. 
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To send email confirmations: 

1. Email From: In the upper right select the from email. The default is Practice/Clinic. 
o If a single practice, Practice/Clinic refers to the default email set in General Email Settings. 
o If using clinics, Practice/Clinic refers to the email address of the patient's clinic (Clinic List). If 

there is no clinic email, the practice default is used. 
2. Select the patients to email, or select no patients to let Invent EMR auto-select patients. 
3. Click E-Mail. If you selected no patients, Invent EMR will auto-select all patients who have email as 

their Contact method. 
4. A confirmation message will appear. Click OK to create and send email confirmations for all selected 

patients. 

The status for each appointment will change to the status for emailed confirmation set in Confirmation List 
Setup. 

 

Confirmation Reports: 

You can create a customized confirmation report and send the data to a simple text file. From there, you can 
merge it with any Word template to print your own customized postcards, letters, etc. 

1. Click Run Report. 

 
2. Highlight the fields to include in the report, and then click OK. 
3. On the Query Window, click Export and save the file to another location. 
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1.2.  STEPS OF ADDING ADD NEW DOCTOR OR USER (SECURITY)  

A. Adding a doctor(provider) 

1- Go to List  Providers 
2- Click Add 
3- Enter Abbreviation(Name) and First &Last Name, type Dr. in the Suffix 
4- Select an appointment colour  for the doctor 
5- Then go Setup  Operatories  Add 
6- Enter Op Name ( name to be appeared in home page ) + enter Abbrev (shortcut) 
7- Choose Provider name 
8- Click OK  Close 
9- Go to Setup  Appointment Views 
10- Double click on F1-All from the list  
11- Hold Ctrl and click on the new doctor's name from the list " View Provider Bars" 

Note: All doctors must be selected from that list 

12- Close  

 

B. Adding Employee 

1- Go to List  Employees 
2- Click Add 
3- Enter Last Name, First name, and the MI 
4- Click OK  Close  
5- Go to Setup  Security  Add User 
6- Type a security login name for the receptionist 
7- Select the doctor name from Employee list to link the account to the receptionist 
8- Select F1-All from appointment view list 
9- Click Change password  then set a default password for the receptionist. 
10- Click ok  Close  

 

C. Adding the login username in security 
 

1. Go to Setup  Security  Add User 
a. To change the password of any user: double click on the username then “Change Password”  
b. To delete or remove user from EMR: double click on the username then check the box “Hidden”  

 
2. Type a security login name for the doctor 
3. Select the doctor name from Provider list to link the account to the doctor 
4. Select F1-All from appointment view list 
5. Click Change password  then set a default password for the doctor. 
6. Click ok  Close  
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2. FAMILY MODULE 

The Family Module is where basic patient and insurance information is entered and organized. 

 

2.1.  FAMILY TOOLBAR 

Family Members  

 Add: Add a new patient to the current family and open the Edit Patient Information Window. Use Move to add 
an existing patient to a family. 

 Delete: Delete the selected patient. Patient's can only be deleted if no information has been entered (e.g. 
procedures, perio charts, images, etc.).  

 Set Guarantor: Make the selected patient the guarantor (see below). 

 Move: Move the selected patient to a new family or to a different existing family. 

Note: A popup will appear warning that Fam Fin Urgent Notes and Family Financial notes will not transfer. Take 

care to manually copy those over if needed. 

2.2.  PATIENT PICTURE 

If an image exists in the designated patient picture folder of the Images Module, the most recent 
picture will show at the top left. See Patient Pictures or CPR Picture. (Check the images module on 
how to add patient picture) 
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2.3.  FAMILY MEMBER LIST  

The current patient is highlighted in red. To select a different family member, click on their name. To 
open a family member's Edit Patient Information window, double-click their name. 

 Guarantor: The family member designated as the guarantor appears first in the list and in bold. This person is 
responsible for the account. It does not need to be a patient (e.g. parent of a minor). The Guarantor cannot be 
deleted or moved unless he/she is the only family member. Moving the guarantor into another family effectively 
combines two families, which combines account notes and address/phone notes. 

 Clones: Patient clones are listed in ALL CAPS. 

 Other Family Members: Family members can only be deleted when they have no procedures, claims, payments, 
procedures attached to claims, or commlog entries. Once deleted, you will no longer have access to that patient 
from any portion of the program. 

 

2.4.  RECALL 

This area lists all recalls due and scheduled for the patient. The columns that show can be customized 
in Display Fields, FamilyRecallGrid. Double-click anywhere in the Recall area to edit recalls for a 
patient. See Recall Appointments. 

2.5.  PATIENT INFORMATION 

A summary of patient information. Double-click in the area to edit or enter information on the Edit 
Patient Information Window. 

 Customize which fields show here in Display Fields, PatientInformation. See Custom Patient Fields to add or hide 
definitions in this list. 

 To enter Referrals, double-click in the Referrals cell. The cell color can be customized in Definitions: Misc Colors. 

 To enter Payor Types, double-click in the Payor Types cell. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. ACCOUNT MODULE 
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The Account Module is where a patient's financial and claim history is viewed. 

 

By default the selected patient's information is displayed. 

3.1.  ACCOUNT TOOLBAR 

Payment: Click the button to enter Payment Allocation. Click the dropdown to allocate unearned 
income or transfer income. See Allocate Unearned Income or Income Transfer. 

Adjustment: Click the button to enter single negative or positive Adjustment. Click the dropdown, 
Add Multiple to enter multiple adjustments attached to multiple procedures at once. Click the 
dropdown, Apply Sales Tax to apply a Sales Tax adjustment to a procedure. 

New Claim: Click the button to Create a Claim based on insurance plan situation. Or click the 
dropdown to select another option:  

 Primary: Create a primary dental claim. 

 Secondary: Manually create Secondary Insurance. 

 Medical: Create a medical or institutional claim. 

 Other: For patients with three or more dental insurance plans. 

Payment Plan: Set up Payment Plan (e.g. orthodontics). 

Statement: Click the button to send a statement to the printer. Click the dropdown to select another 
option. See Statement.  

 Walkout: Send a walkout statement directly to the printer. 

 Email: Email a PDF version of the full statement.  

Note: To securely email statements, see Electronic Billing. Regular email is not a secure method of sending 

statements (PHI).  

 Receipt: Send Receipt directly to the printer. 

 More Options: Open the Statement Window to select specific statement options. 
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3.2.  AGING AND BALANCE DUE 

Typically, Aging (30/60/90 days past due) is updated daily for all patients. Every time you open a 
patient's account, the aging is also recomputed for accuracy. 

Next to aging, the estimated balances after insurance pays can be seen.  

 Total: The total balance for all family members. 

 Ins Est: The total insurance pending amount for all family members (estimated insurance payments + estimated 
write-offs). 

 Est Bal (bold red): The total remaining balance for the family after subtracting pending insurance amounts. 

 Pat Est Bal: The selected patient's balance after subtracting pending insurance amounts. 

 Ins Rem: Hover over the box see insurance remaining. The amounts are calculated the same way as in the 
Treatment Plan module. 

 Unearned: The amount of Unearned / Prepayment. 

Note:  

 If using patient payment plans, the pay plan logic determines whether or not Total, Est Bal, and Pat Est Bal 
include payment plan amounts due. 

 If Balances don't subtract insurance estimate in Account Module Preferences is turned on, the captions above 
balance information are different (Balance (bold red), Ins Pending, After Ins, Pat Est Bal). This option is useful if 
your office does not accept insurance assignment of benefits and the patient pays the full amount regardless of 
the insurance estimate. 

To give you as many choices as possible, there is not a close out process at the end of the month to 
put procedures into history. Instead, if you don't want previous entries to be altered, assign security 
permissions to users based on date. Older entries can still be changed, but only if you have 
permission and the correct password. Procedures themselves are always protected from alteration 
regardless of your security settings. See Security. 

3.3.  PAYMENT PLANS 

When the patient is associated with a Payment Plan, details show in the Payment Plan grid. Double-
click a plan to view terms, amortization schedule, or to edit. 

Credits, debits, and payments for patient payment plans can optionally show as line items in the 
patient's account ledger and affect balances and aging. See Payment Plan for a description of options. 

 

 

 

3.4.  PATIENT ACCOUNT TAB 
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The patient's account ledger. All procedures, grouped by date with related claims, insurance 
payments, patient payments (and pay splits), adjustments, statements, invoices, and receipts are 
listed. Depending on your payment plan logic, payment plan credits, debits, and payments may also 
show. The sort order is as follows:  

 All items are sorted by date. 

 Procedures are listed first, followed by adjustments, then other items. 

 Procedures are sorted first by status, then by priority, tooth range, tooth number, procedure code, and lastly 
procedure number. 

Double-click an item to edit. Click a claim or adjustment to highlight attached procedures.  

 Customize text colors for entry types in Definitions: Account Colors. 

 Customize the columns that show in Display Fields, Account Module. 

 Running balances never take into account pending insurance estimates. 

 Insurance payments use the payment date of the Claim Procedures ( claimprocs ) attached to the claim. If a claim 
has procedures with different payment dates, there will be multiple line items for Insurance Payment for Claim. 

Procedures marked as (In Process) are part of a group of procedures. Typically these cannot be sent 
out on claims until all other procedures in the group have also been completed. 

3.5.  COMMUNICATIONS LOG (COMMLOG) 

The Commlog lists all commlog entries for the patient. There is a splitter between the main account 
grid and the log. Drag the splitter up or down to shrink or expand the log. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.6.  INVOICING 
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*Available only in version 14.0.15.2 and above* 

Invoicing module will allow the cashier to issue an invoice against set of procedures/products 
completed from the account module 

 

By selecting the services and clicking the $invoice icon: the system will auto generate a sequential 
unique number and register the services as one invoice.  

Or: printing a receipt will automatically generate the invoice and print the current balance at once.  

For VAT users or EMR versions updated in 2020, the system will auto generate invoices for all 
previous services sequentially. As an accountant, you may be required to generate invoices manually 
for old services only (optional).  

Searching for invoice: when searching for patient (select patient) you can enter the invoice number and 

the system will retrieve the patient file with that invoice, see below. 

 

3.7.  PAYMENT 
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In the Account Module, click Payment. 

 

To enter a payment, select the charges (adjustments, pay plan debits, procedures) and click Payment 
or just click Payment. Enter the payment amount and check Prefer this patient to apply the payment 
to the patient's oldest outstanding charges. Or, leave unchecked to apply the payment to the oldest 
outstanding charges for the whole family. Click OK to open the payment window and enter the 
payment details. 

3.7.1.  PAYMENT DETAILS  

Clinic: The default clinic is determined by the Account Module Preference, Payments Use Patient: 
Clinic. Click the dropdown to select a different clinic. 
Paid By: The name of the patient making the payment. When a payment is split to multiple family 
members, the payment description will show the paid by name. 
Entry Date: The date the payment is entered. 
Payment Date: The date the payment is received. It will be used on Deposit Slips. 
Amount: The payment amount. This amount must match the total Current Payment Splits amount 
(see below). 
Check #: Optional, but recommended. Check number is a good way to distinguish one check payment 
from another and find a lost check on a report. 
Bank-Branch: Optional. Bank-Branch is a good way to differentiate check payments with the same 
check number and/or same payment amount. 
Note: A note is automatically added after processing a credit card payment, with the Credit Card 
Transaction Details. Optionally, add a note that appears in the patient's account as the payment 
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description with the payment type. Notes will show on statements when the Manage Module 
Preference, Show notes for payments is checked. 

3.7.2.  PAYMENT TYPE 

None (Income Transfer): When checked, the Pay button changes to Transfer or Proc Breakdown and 
the Outstanding Charges grid groups by patient, clinic, and provider. These options are useful to 
transfer income. See Income Transfer. 
Payment Type: The type of payment . Customize options in Definitions: Payment Types. Whether or 
not a type is selected by default is determined by the Account Module Preference, Payments prompt 
for Payment Type.  

Examples of payment types in Bahrain 

 Cash 
 Master Card 
 Visa Card 
 Imtiaz  
 Imtiaz for her 
 Benefit Pay 
 Cheques 
 Bank Transfer 
 Bwallet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7.3.  PAYMENT SPLITS  
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Add Payment Split: adding a payment split: attaches the procedure to the payment transaction. Following the above 
steps will show a list of unpaid procedures that can be attached directly into the payment process. Doing this will help 
you track payments and income from certain procedures. 

 
The easier way is to select the procedure from the right side and click on Pay to attach it to the payment. 

 

3.7.4.  AUTO PRINT RECEIPT  
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In latest EMR releases, the option (Print Receipt) in the payment window will automatically print the payment receipt 

once done.  

 
This saves the user the hassle of returning to account module and click (Receipt) Button. 

 

3.8.  ADJUSTMENT (DISCOUNTS) 

 

Method 1: General adjustment on patient balance: In the Account Module, in the toolbar, click Adjustment. 

 

 

Adjustment Date The date of the adjustment or discount 

Procedure Date Date of the procedure done 
Amount The amount to be adjusted on the patient balance 

Provider The doctor responsible for the adjustment 

Additions This list will always add + balance on the patient, the name of the type to be selected 

Subtractions Subtractions will deduct from the patient’s original balance (e.g. special discounts)  

Note It’s highly recommended to add a note on each adjustment done, this helps the 
accountant & auditors  
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Adjustment Window 

 

 

 

 

 

Method 2: Adjustment on a specific procedure/service: it is highly recommended to enter the adjustments or discounts 

on the service itself, that way the accounts & cashiers can keep track of payments easily. 

1. Double click on the procedure itself 

2. Click on add adjustment 

3. Then enter the discount amount 
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Method 3: percentage discount on all treatments, can be done in the payment window 

 

 
 

3.9.  UPFRONT | ADVANCED PAYMENTS  

(Available only in emr v14.0.12.33 and above) 
An advance payment, or downpayment, is the part of a contractually due sum that is paid or received in advance for 

services. In Invent EMR, usually the user cannot make a payment without attaching a split for the service (done).  
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However, the below method will allow you to receive payment without having to attach a procedure until it is done.  

1. In account module click payment  

 
2. Enter the amount received in advance  

3. Select the payment Type (Cash, CC ..etc.)  

4. Click on (DownPay) 

Once the services are done (on later dates) ; the user must attach the advanced payment to the procedure as following:  

 

 
 

 Select the payment row  Click on the arrow next to Payment button  Allocate Down Payment  

 The next window that will popup, will allow you to choose which service or procedure to be attached to that 

payment  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.10.  PAYMENT PLAN (INSTALLMENTS) 

 

In accounts module, click on Payment Plan in the top bar: this will help you schedule a payment schedule (monthly or 

quarterly)  
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# Field Description 

1 Date of Agreement The date where the installment agreement signed 

2 Total Amount The total amount to be paid during the plan (sum of all treatments) 
3 Date of first payment The date of the next visit the patient is visiting (usually after 1 month), this 

date will be repeating every month if using monthly schedule 

4 Down Payment The upfront payment that the patient will pay (today) 

5 Number of Payments Number of months in plan (e.g. 12 = one year) 

6 Payment Amount The amount of payment to be paid monthly (e.g. 50 BHD monthly) 
7 Create Schedule After choosing one of the 2 methods in #5 , #6 : clicking create schedule will 

divide the total amount #2 on either #5 or #6 and create a monthly schedule as 
shown above 

8 Print Always print schedule after every visit, to show the patient their current place 
in plan 

 

 

 

 

4.  TREATMENT PLAN MODULE 

In the Treatment Plan Module, you can manage and prioritize treatment plans for a patient. 
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4.1.  TREATMENT PLAN TOOLBAR 

Preauthorization: Send Preauthorization for a procedure. 

Update Fees: For this patient only, update all fees and insurance estimates on the selected treatment 
plan. See also Fees Update. 

Print TP: Print the selected treatment plan. Default print options can be set in Treatment Plan 
Module Preferences. 

Email TP: Email the selected treatment plan. 

Sign TP: Electronically sign a saved treatment plan. (using Topaz signature device) 

 

 

 

4.2.  SHOW / SORT / PRINTING TABS 
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Show: Options selected on the Show tab affect what shows in the Procedures grid and 
printed/emailed treatment plans.  

 Graphical Completed Tx: Show completed treatment plan procedures on the printed Graphical Tooth Chart. Set 
the default in Treatment Plan Module Preferences. 

 Use Ins Max and Deduct: Indicate when a patient's insurance maximum or deductible has been applied or 
reached. Only visible when patient has insurance. 

 Fees: Show or hide all fee information.  
o Insurance Estimates: Indicates PPO or allowed fee, primary and secondary insurance estimates, and 

patient portion, if the patient has insurance. If the patient has a discount plan, it shows the discount 
(DPlan) and patient portion. Checked by default when patient has insurance or a discount plan. 

o Discount: Show procedure discount amounts. Can only be checked if there is a discount or write-off in 
one of the treatment planned procedures. 

o Subtotals: Show Subtotals for each priority level. 
o Totals: Show Totals at the bottom of the grid. 

To set other options that determine what shows on printed treatment plans see Treatment Plan 
Module Preferences (e.g. show itemized fees or grand total). 

Sort by: Procedures are always sorted first by priority, then by date. It can further be sorted by tooth 
number or order of entry. Also see Procedure Sort Order. Set the default in Treatment Plan Module 
Preferences, Sort Procedures By. 

Printing: Only shows if patient has a treatment plan that was saved prior to version 17.1. Offices who 
switched from internal treatment plan sheet to custom sheet should check the box for print classic if 
they want to print the treatment plan as it would have prior to 17.1. 

4.3.  PROCEDURES GRID 

When you click on a treatment plan, the associated procedures show in the Procedures grid. To 
highlight multiple procedures, press Ctrl and click on the procedures, or click and drag. Double-click a 
procedure to open the Procedure Info window. 

The columns that show can be customized in Display Fields, TreatmentPlanModule. Options include:  

 Code: The Procedure Code. 

 Done: An X indicates a procedure is completed (saved treatment plans). 

 DPlan: Any discount applied as a result of an in-house discount plan (UCR fee - discount plan fee). This column 
only shows when insurance estimates is checked under the Show tab, the patient has a discount plan, and the 
DPlan display field is added to treatment plan module. 

 Dx: The procedure's diagnosis. 

 Fee: The fee charged for the procedure. 

 Allowed: The PPO fee for PPO plans or the allowed fee for out of network plans. An X will display in this column 
for procedures marked DoNotBillIns. 

 Pat: The estimated patient cost. 

 Pri Ins: The insurance estimates for the insurance plan listed first in the Family Module. 

 Priority: The procedure's priority level. 

 Prognosis: The prognosis assigned to the procedure on the Enter Treatment and the Procedure - Misc Tab. 

 Sec Ins: The insurance estimates for the insurance plan listed second in the Family module. 

 Sub: An X indicates the procedure uses a substitution code in Lists, Procedure Codes. 

 Surf: The tooth surface. 
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 Tth: The tooth number. 

The pri and sec ins estimates can be misleading if, in the Family Module, the patient has a dental plan 
listed first and a medical plan listed second. In this particular situation, the Pri Ins column will show 
the dental plan estimates, and the Sec Ins column will show the medical plan estimates. We 
recommend listing the medical plan first in the Family Module. 

4.4.  SET PRIORITY 

The set priority list is used to assign priorities to the procedures on the treatment plan. Select the 
procedure(s), then click on a priority level. The sort order of the procedures will change accordingly. 
Priorities can also be set while entering treatment in the Chart module, and on the Procedure Info 
window. 

Priority options can be customized in Definitions: Treat' Plan Priorities. You can use numbers, letters, 
or words up to 7 characters. You can change the sort order of procedures according to priority, 
change text colors, and hide priorities from view. Examples of other possible priority levels are Sched, 
Wait, Next, ?, Decline, Last, Low, High, NewYear, Urgent, WaitIns, Altern, Plan A, Plan B, RecPlan, and 
AltPlan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  CHART / PROGRESS MODULE 
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Title/Button Action 

New Rx To create new Rx / prescription, the list of medicines can be modified from (List  Prescriptions)  

LabCase Creating a new lab case, list of laboratories can be modified from (Setup  Laboratories)  
A special lab sheet for each lab can be created in (Setup  Sheets) 

Consent By clicking the small arrow  a list of all consent sheets in your system will show.  
Consent forms are usually used with Topaz signature device provided by Invent ITS 

Exam Sheet Viewing all examination sheets taken for the patient + adding a new one 

Procedure List Adding a procedure or a treatment along with the fees 

Problems Double clicking the red area (problems) will open a window that shows all the current patient  
Medical status (Medical History, Allergies, Problems, ICD10 (International Classification of Diseases) 

Medical History This part shows every (Visit, Rx, Procedure, Sheet or Form, Lab Case  ...etc.) on the patient. All sorted 
By date 

Quick Buttons In this box you can add list of common procedures used on daily basis (e.g. Consultation, File  
Opening). With a single click the procedure will be added automatically on the patient file. 
This saves you the hassle of searching through Procedure List.  
To add Quick Buttons you can do it from (Setup  Procedure Buttons) 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1.  RX –  PRESCRIPTION  
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 Click on the Rx button in Progress/Chart module 

o A list of all drugs in your EMR will show 

o The search box at the top will allow you to search for a drug name quickly 

o By selecting the drug name and clicking the down arrow ↓ the drug will be added to the prescription  

o You can select as many drugs as desired  

o Once set, click OK  

 
 Next window will allow the doctor to enter the Dose, Quantity and Frequency of each drug selected 

 The general note below will show at the end of the print-out  

o Clicking print will print the prescription to the printer assigned in your PC and save it  

o Save: will save the Rx on medical history without printing it 

 

5.2.  LAB CASE 
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 Click on the LabCase button in Chart/Progress Module 

o Select the desired lab (list of labs can be added from Setup  Laboratories)  

o Tracking: a lab case can go through 4 stages 

 Created: the day where the case is created 

 Sent: the day it was sent to the lab 

 Received: the day the lab case is received from lab 

 Quality Checked: is the final step after checking the results 

o New Slip: it will create a new sheet for the desired lab, the sheet is to be filled with detailed info about  

  the case  

 You can create the lab sheets from (Security  Sheets  New  LabSheet)  

 From Setup Laboratories  select lab  assign the created sheet the Lab 

5.3.  PROCEDURE OR TREATME NT LIST 

 

The procedure list button will list all the services / codes / prices created in your EMR system. The doctor will 

be able to select treatments to be done.  

 

Each procedure can have different status  

 Treatment Planned: by default, any procedure added is considered as treatment planned.  

o The patient will not be charged as long as the treatment is planned.  

o Doctors can add as many procedures as needed in treatment plan 

o All procedures can be found in the Treatment Plan Module with the estimates 

 Complete: once the treatment is completed, the doctor must set complete and the charges will appear 

in the account module 

 Existing / Referred / Condition: are all different cases marked green, the charges will be zero. However 

the procedure will be in the patient medical history for future reference. 
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 In Referral button: the procedure can be referred to another 3rd party outside the center  

 Doctor Notes: in the picture above, the white text area is where the doctor type down the notes related to that procedure 

(e.g. equipment used, machine settings, complications found …etc.)  

 Add Adjustment: this button is to add special discounts on that specific procedure 
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5.4.  PROBLEMS AND MEDICAL  HISTORY 

 

 
 

 Problems: the current problems patient suffering from, doctor can use their customized list or the ICD  

 Allergies: the allergies list can be modified from (Setup  EHR  Allergies) 

 Add Medication: to add medications patient currently taking “before visiting the hospital”  
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6.  IMAGES MODULE 

 

 
 

 Images Module is where documents/ images and other data is saved on patient file 

 The set of folders on the left side can be defined from (setup  definitions  image categories)  

o You can set passwords on confidential folders from there 

 By selecting the folder and cliking Import Button: you will be able to browse your computer and import a file into that 

folder  

 Right click on the file/image and choose info to add description  

 By default any file added will be tagged with the date 

 The scan buttons will allow you to scan  

o Single document 

o Multi documents 

o Black & White photo 

o Colored Photo  

As seen in the icons above 

 

The tools on top of the photo will allow the user to control (rotation, contrast, zoom, move, crop) the photo or document  
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7.  SECURITY 

 

Setting up security for the EMR will help protect patient data and track user access. This is an important component of a security 

plan as well as a requirement for NHRA compliance. 

 

To access Security module [Go to Setup  scroll down to Security]  

 

*Only Admins can access security module* 

 

 

 

 From this window you can add new groups, users and set their permissions  

 Each group have the same set of permissions (e.g  receptionists, nurses, accountants, doctors and admins)  

 You can set an auto-logoff timer  by typing number of minutes  

 Admins can easily add or remove users from Login page by : 

o Add: Clicking (Add User) and enter the required info 

o Remove: users cannot be removed. However, you can hide a user by double clicking on their name and 

check the first option:  box (Is Hidden). Once hidden, the user will not be able to access the EMR, but 

the old records and audit trial will remain.  
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List of permissions and description (by ticking the option, you are authorizing the entire group) 

 

Permission Description  Notes 

Setup-Covers a wide variety of setup 
functions 

Allowing users to access EMR setup, such as EHR setup, 
definitions, procedure/prices list, audit trail etc.. 

Only for admin 

Security Admin Access to security module  

Schedules – Practice & Provider Access scheduling and doctor timings   

Providers Add and edit providers (doctors) list  

Blockouts Add blockout types (blocking appointments)  

Reports Access reports module (financial, data and statistics) For accountants  

Referral – Add to patient Add referral to patient file  

Allow Editing Rx Print-out Design Modify the layout/design of the Rx prescription  
printing page 

 

Hide procedure Code Prices Hide the cost(fees) of procedures / services  

Commlog Edit Edit the communication log notes  

Sheet Edit Edit completed (saved) sheets (Exam sheets, Sickleaves 
and consent forms. 

You can set a limit of 1 day on 
this permission. After 24 
hours the sheet will lock 
 
NHRA Recommendation 

Appointment Module Ticking this option will allow users to see the 
appointments 

 

 Appointment Create Allow user to create new appointment  

 Appointment Move Allow moving / re-scheduling appointments  

 Appointment Edit Allow editing (length and info) of appointment  

 Allow switching appointment 
View 

Switch to different view (see other doctors) 
appointments 

 

 Hide restricted patient info… Hide patient sensitive information such as (mobile) 
from appointment module 

 

 Show patient balance .. Show patient pending balance in the yellow bubble   

Family Module Access patient demographic information   

Account Module Access the financial details of patient   

 Claim Sent Edit Edit sent insurance claims  For insurance users only 

 Insurance payment create Enter cheques received from insurance companies 

 Insurance payment edit Edit cheques 

 Payment create Make payments (cash,credit card..etc)   

 Payment edit Edit payments or Delete   

 Allow editing payment date -  

 Hide payment entry date Hide the date of which the payment was entered   

 Payment delete log Force user to enter valid reasons for deleting a payment This feature only works if the 
payment edit permission is 
ticked. 

 Adjustment create Add discounts or extra charges on patients  

 Adjustment edit -  

 Inventory Allow users to access inventory module Works only for Inventory 
users (Professional Invent 
EMR version) 

 Inventory item create Add new items 

 Inventory configuration edit - 

 Inventory Reports Generate reports for inventory 
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 POS Access point of sale module (sell items to customer) POS is part of Inventory users 

Treatment Plan Module Grant access to the treatment plan module   

 Edit Treatment plan Allow user to edit saved treatment plans  

Chart Module Allow access to the medical file of patient 
Includes(medical history,Rx,Sheets,procedures..etc) 

 

 Create Completed procedure Allow changing procedure status to (Complete), this will 
send financial charges to the account module 

 

 Edit completed procedure Allow editing on completed procedures (fees, notes, 
doctors) 

NHRA recommends this to be 
limited to 1 day only 

 Show procedure fee Show the price of the service/procedure to doctors  

 Delete procedure -  

 Procedure note Allow seeing, adding and editing the notes of a 
procedure 

 

 Allow edit other user notes Allow doctors to edit each other notes on certain 
procedure 

 

Rx Create Create new prescription NHRA recommends this to be 
only allowed for doctors 

Images module Allow access to the images module   

 Image delete -  

 

8.  PROCEDURE AND SERVICE LIST 

 

Under List  Procedure Codes : you will find all your service list or Procedures 

 

 
 

Here you can add, hide and modify the service list 
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 Admin can add or hide categories by clicking on Edit Categories button.  

o Each category can have set of procedures 

o Examples of categories ( Blood Test Services, Dental Services, Dermatology Services, Physical 

Therapy… etc) 

o Single specialty centers can categorize their services by treatment area. E.g. (Ortho, Restorative, 

Cosmetics, Root Canal Treatments …etc)  

 To add a new service: click on the +NEW button and enter the required details  

 By clicking on the cost of a procedure, you will be able to change the cost. Once new price is entered, the effect 

will immediately change in all computers. 

 Fee Scheds: is to have different price-lists for the same set of procedures  

o A single procedure can have multiple prices (e.g VIP prices, Insurance prices, Seasonal offers ..)  

o The Fee Scheds button is to add or remove a price list 

 

***** 
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8.1  EDIT PROCEDURE DETAILS  

 

By double clicking on procedure name, the below window will show 

 

 
 

 

 Description: to change the name of the procedure (shows in receipt print-out)  

 Paint Type: for dental doctors only, to draw on the chart 

 Category: to which category this procedure belong 

 Add Inclusive Fees: to add a standard cost of material on this procedure to be completed 

 Mandatory Sheets: to add a certain sheet or form on this procedure, an alert message will show to the doctor 

to consent of filling the required sheets 

 Add consumable: *for inventory users only* to automatically update the inventory quantity when this 

procedure is used  
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9.  ELECTRONIC SHEETS 

 

Prepare all your sheets (Consent, Examination, Forms, Medical Reports, History, Sickleave …etc) in a .JPEG format or any 

image format.  

 

Tip: if your sheets are in PDF format, you may convert PDF to JPG using an online tool (search for it in google)  

 

1. Go to Setup  Sheets : Internal list is for the default sheets, Custom list is your special sheets 

2. Click on +New to add a new one 

a. Description: Name of the sheet to appear for the user 

b. Select proper sheet type (Consent, ExamSheet or PatientForm)  for beginners, stick to these types only 

c. Set the default font type and size  

d. Set the width and height (Default 850x1100 for A4 single sheet) for multiple sheets  multiply the height 

by the number of pages (Example: 3 pages x 1100 = 3300)  

 

A blank sheet will be created and then you can start adding objects and images to customize your own sheet 

 

 
 

9.1  ADDING NEW OBJECT 

 

From the right side as shown in the picture, are options of adding a new object  

1. Output Text: un-editable text to be displayed/printed 

2. Static Text: text box that can have fields auto-generated by the system, Examples below 

a. Address: patient address 

b. Age: auto type patient age (number) 

c. Birthdate 

d. ChartNumber: CPR/ ID number 

e. City: nationality / country 

f. DateToday: today’s date 

g. Gender: auto type (Male/Female) 

h. NameF: Patient’s first name 

i. NameFL: patient first name followed by last name 

j. Patnum: patient file number 

k. WirelessPhone: mobile number 

3. InputField: text box that allows the user to type on the sheet 

4. Line: draw a separator line 
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5. CheckBox: a square box, when clicked it prints a tick mark. 

6. Rectangle: draw a rectangle shape  shapes can be adjusted by pixel size (Width  x Height). 

7. StaticImage: this option is to add your scanned sheet in the background  you can start your process with this 

step . 

8. Signature: draws a box that allows the user to sign (only using EMR Authorized Signature Device) 

9. PageSplit: splits the pages for print-out. 

10. ImgHolder: a square that allows the user to import picture into the sheet (from desktop). 

11. Allow Drawing: allows the user draw on the sheet (useful for charts). 

 

9.2  SHEET EDIT & DESIGN 

 

 Every added object will be seen from the right list (Fields). 

 Objects can simply be drag and placed in the desired location. 

 Double clicking the object will allow you to set parameters like (Height, Width, Font Size, X&Y location ..etc)  

 When checking (allow drawing) you will be able to draw anywhere on the sheet. However, E-Signature will be 

disabled for security purposes. 

 The Align Left / Top options, will allow you to align multiple objects . 

 Copy and Paste options are useful when creating repeated input fields or checkboxes, making the process of the 

design a lot faster. 

 Security: restricts who can view and use this sheet and who can’t. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can make a sheet creating mandatory when adding service/procedure  

For example (Procedure Code BTX002: Botox 1 mg  requires a consent sheet before proceeding) 

1. Go to List  Procedure Codes 

2. Double click the desired procedure/service 

3. From the right side (Mandatory Sheets) 

4. Add 

5. Select the consent or examination sheet required 
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